Ellis, Cristin E. L. "Political Ecologies: The Contingency of Nature in American Romantic Thought." Ph.D. Dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 2012. [Argues that, "far from renouncing science for a universal intuitionism, Thoreau, Douglass, and Whitman draw upon mid-century biological discourses to produce accounts of intuition which relinquish its disembodied and universalizing function, exploring instead the possibility that intuitive perception yields insights as divergent as the bodies and brains from which they spring"; Chapter 4, "Is This Then a Touch?: Whitman's Poetics of , examines Whitman's "haptic poetics," focusing on "his insistence that poetic inspiration does not involve exceptional perception of an ulterior order but rather ordinary perception of the manifest world" and "his insistence that poetry be understood as a form of physiological contact," a poetry of "consequences" instead of "content," with a "material impact" and thus "profoundly ecological," "keenly attuned to our material entanglement" and deeply aware of "ecological complexity"; Proquest , examines how these "two men jointly present a new idea of the public poet," resting "their claims for public attention . . . less on their comments about public issues than on their exemplary personae, created through their poems and the carefully chosen portraits that appeared in their books"; argues that "the way both poets treated slavery early in their careers" demonstrates "the shift from persuasive reasoning to an appeal to a moral ideal, accompanied by emphatic identification with that ideal," thus "widen[ing] the possibilities of public poetry" by going beyond "rational argument" to "include Romantic ideas of self-expression, if the self so expressed embodied an exemplary attitude, an ethos to be emulated by the reader"; suggests that, though both poets "pretend that there is no tension between self-expression and public performance," "their poetry repeatedly reveals the difficulty of reconciling public acceptance and aesthetic achievement"; includes extended readings of parts of "Song of Myself" and "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd."] that is produced by perceptions, the Humean self that is 'nothing but a heap of different perceptions, united together by certain relations,'" a manifestation of Deleuze/Guattari's "perfect 'schizo dream': 'I am on the edge of a crowd, at the periphery; but I belong to it, I am attached to it by one of my extremities, a hand or foot. . . . To be fully part of the crowd and at the same time completely outside it, removed from it: to be on the edge'"; concludes by contrasting Whitman and Lincoln-"Simply put, [Reconsiders Whitman's early poetics in terms of the influence of modernity on literary genres, examining the relationship between "Whitmanian epic and lyric and the modern 'lyricization' and 'novelization'"; offers close readings of "The Sleepers" and "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" as Whitman's "development of a modern, lyric exploration of self-identity into a new epic theme"; uses Bakhtin and Lukács to explore Whitman's "fusion of epic and lyric in terms of modernity and genre," focusing on his struggle "against the collapse of community spirit and the existential isolation of the individual in modernity"; in Japanese.] Kajiwara, Teruko. "Is 'Calamus' a Gay Discourse?: Reading 'Calamus ' (1860) in the 'Ensemble, Spirit, and Atmosphere' of Leaves of Grass." Studies in English Literature 47 (2006), 181-201. [Argues against the "the scholarly tendency" to define the "Calamus" poems as "homosexual" and sees Whitman's objective instead "to expand and universalize the nature of love in 'Calamus,'" creating "an undifferentiated erotic tie toward strangers," a tie that is "expanded to the poet-reader relationship 
